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Welcome to Advance Design 2022 

GRAITEC is very pleased to present the latest version of the leading structural analysis software - Advance 
Design 2022, part of the Graitec Advance suite. 

GRAITEC has continuously strived to provide first-rate advancements for innovative software solutions to its 
valued customers, and the recent launch of its new and upgraded product range for 2022 is no exception,  
proving they are still top of their game in terms of providing top-level Construction, AEC and Building Design 
software solutions worldwide. 

 

This version 2022 of Advance Design is enhanced with a lot of users-centric new functionalities with high end 
benefits, and is articulated around few main subjects: 

 New modelling capabilities – including a Crane moving loads generator and a Link at node. 

 New possibilities for steel design - including a possibility for design of cold formed sections 
according to Eurocode 3 (EN1993-1-3 & EN1993-1-5). 

 New possibilities for reinforcement concrete design, including a RC Slab module used for 
generating a real reinforcement cage, also with the use of the strip method. 

Version 2022 of Advance Design also comes with a big number of improvements and adjustments following the 
feedback received from thousands of users worldwide. 

See below a list of new and improved features with descriptions. 

  

Note. This document does not contain a detailed description of improvements and new features for design modules (such as 
RC Beam, RC Column, RC Footing, RC Wall, or Steel Connection), as they are described in a separate What's New 
document. 
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New options & Improvements – Modelling and Calculation 

Find below a list of main new options and improvements related to the modelling and the general calculation 
possibilities. 

Improvements to the Pushover analysis 

 

Main features & benefits: 

 Performance point calculation 

 Possibility for considering initial gravity loads 

 Possibility for entering ratios for Acceptance criteria 

The Pushover analysis, available on Advance Design starting with version 2021, has been improved and 

extended with new functionalities. 

Performance point calculation 

The principle of the pushover method is applying lateral loads to the structure in an incremental manner and 
monitoring the occurrence of non-linear behaviour (at fixed points called plastic hinges) to finally obtain a base 
shear versus control node displacement diagram. 

At each load step in the pushover analysis, the total lateral force applied on the structure (base shear) is 
measured and plotted versus the control node displacement (master node considered in the structure to monitor 
the displacement). The resulting curve is called the pushover curve or the structural capacity curve. Generally, 
to obtain this pushover curve, the structure is pushed progressively until reaching a predefined base shear value 
or control node displacement or until a global failure mechanism occurs. 

 

The pushover curve represents the structural capacity to resist lateral loading and is a reflection on how the 
structure will behave when loaded laterally during earthquakes. For a site with specific seismic characteristics, 
during earthquake the structure will be pushed laterally until a certain maximum displacement of its control node 
(master node). The point on the pushover curve having this maximum seismic displacement is called the 
performance point. Using the information gathered from the pushover analysis, the engineer can check the 
structural state corresponding to the displacement of the performance point and then determine the location of 
plastic hinges and their limit states, inter story drifts. 

Physically speaking, the performance point is the balance point between the structural capacity and the seismic 
demand. The structural capacity is represented by the pushover curve (capacity curve) and the seismic demand 
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by the acceleration response spectrum of ground motions (demand curve). Theoretically, the performance point 
is the intersection between the capacity and demand curves. However, the capacity curve is expressed in the 
form of force versus displacement and the demand curve in the form of spectral acceleration versus period. 
Finding the common performance point requires first to express these two curves in the same reference. 

This common reference is the Acceleration Displacement Response Spectra (ADRS) in which the spectral 
acceleration is plotted versus the spectral displacement. Using structural modal characteristics (i.e. modal mass 
and modal participation factor), the spectral accelerations and displacements corresponding respectively to the 
base shear forces and control node displacements of the capacity curve are calculated and the capacity 
spectrum in the ADRS form is obtained. Using the spectral accelerations and corresponding periods of the 
demand curve, the equivalent spectral displacements can be calculated and the demand spectrum in the ADRS 
form is obtained. 

Once capacity and demand curves are expressed in the ADRS form, finding the performance point is not a 
straightforward procedure. In fact, the initial acceleration response spectrum (demand curve) corresponds to an 
elastic structure with generally 5% damping. While plastic deformations occurring in the structure generate 
hysteretic damping which increases the overall damping of the structure. For the calculation of the performance 
point, the Eurocode 8 uses the N2 method and the ATC40 proposes the Capacity Spectrum Method (CSM). 
Advance Design is now capable of determining the performance point according to both methods. 

 

Diagrams related to the performance point calculations according to EC8 and ATC40 

Pushover analysis considering initial gravity loads 

During earthquake, vertical gravity loads are applied on the structure in addition to the lateral seismic forces. 
Advance Design is now capable of taking into consideration the presence of vertical gravity loads during the 
pushover analysis. In fact, gravity loads can now be considered for pushover analysis prior to starting the 
horizontal loads incrementation. At every load step in the nonlinear pushover analysis, internal forces in the 
structure result from to the application of the entire gravity loads (considered in seismic analysis) and the 
corresponding step level of lateral forces. 
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For structures supporting vertical gravity loads, the lateral displacement due to earthquake will create an 
eccentricity of vertical loads carried by columns with respect to the supports (P-delta effect) and thus generate 
additional bending moments in columns. By considering the initial gravity loads for the pushover analysis and by 
activating the large displacement option for the nonlinear calculation, Advance Design can perform nonlinear 
pushover analysis while considering the P-delta effect. 

 
Selection of the initial load case on the Pushover analysis dialog 

Possibility for entering ratios for Acceptance criteria 

In the Plastic Hinges parameter definition window, you can now enter parameters (ratios) used for determining 
Acceptance Criteria. A new Properties button has been added for this purpose, which opens an additional dialog 
box. The dialog is linked to the DOF of the plastic hinge and can be opened independently for each direction. 

 
Additional ratio properties of plastic hinges 

The availability of the button as well as the number and type of parameters depends on the type of hinge - for 
this purpose, there are 4 different types of dialog boxes, which are automatically selected according to the type 
of hinge. 

New parameters are determined for the following hinge types: 
 FEMA356 Steel Columns for flexure plastic hinges (for defining ratios acc. FEMA356 table 5-6) 

 FEMA356 steel elements for axial plastic hinges (for defining ratios acc. FEMA356 table 5-7) 

 EC8-3 steel elements for axial plastic hinges (for defining ratios acc. EC8-3: table B.2 and B.3) 

 FEMA356 Concrete beams for flexure plastic hinges (for defining ratios acc. FEMA356 table 6-7) 

 FEMA356 Concrete columns for flexure plastic hinges (for defining ratios acc. FEMA356 table 6-8) 
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Crane moving loads  

 

Main features & benefits: 

 New load generator for moving loads from cranes 

 Support for monorail and bridge cranes 

 Ability to operate multiple canes simultaneously 

 Manual and automatic generation of loads on wheels, according to Eurocode and ASCE codes 

In the latest 2022 version of Advance Design, a new generator of moving loads from cranes has been 
introduced. It is used to generate load from mono or bridge cranes as a set of special load cases with 
successive vehicle positions. These loads are defined along the path (the crane runway) while values can be 
defined manually by imputing wheel loads or can be generated automatically, according to a crane specification 
and Code (including rules according to EN 1991-3 and ASCE). It is possible to define and analyze multiple 
cranes operating simultaneously, either on the same route or on different ones. 

 

Forces from one of the bridge crane positions 

The entire process of defining crane moving loads in Advance Design is similar to defining traffic loads and 
consists of several steps: 

 Defining a runway – graphical creation of the route along which loads are moved, 

 Defining a crane – preparing data about the geometry of the crane and loads acting on wheels, 

 Defining a load case family – determining the range of movement of cranes and position steps, 

 Generation of crane moving loads - automatic generation of load cases with individual force 

positions, including generation of position combinations for multiple cranes and generation of envelope 

cases. 

Defining a runway 

The crane runway is a path along which the crane truck moves. It is defined graphically and can be a single line 
for a monorail crane or a set of two parallel lines for a bridge crane. 
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Single runway Double runway 

  

A runway is usually defined as a single straight segment, but it can also consist of multiple segments (drawn as 
a polyline). For correct application of forces to the structure, the railway should be modelled along a linear 
element (on a rail beam). Since the generated forces can be oriented not only vertically but also along/cross the 
runway, the local system of the element on which the runway line is drawn is used to determine the direction of 
the forces. 

Defining a crane 

The crane object stores info about the geometry of the crane and loads acting on wheels. Such loads are added 
either manually or automatically. The automatic load generation is performed by using either European or 
US/CAN standards provisions. 

Adding a new crane can be done using the ribbon icon, or by calling the command after right-clicking on a 
previously defined runway. 

 

        

 

The crane object has many parameters grouped into two main parts: 

 Basic data - contains geometric information for the crane truck, including the number of wheels, wheel 

spacing, and distance to the ends of the truck from the outermost wheels. 

 Loads - contains information for determining the forces on the wheels; depending on the selected 

method of determining the forces, these can be directly entered values of the forces or different types of 

crane parameters. 

 

The most important properties of the Loads group are the first and last parameters. The first one, called Input 
method, is used to select the force definition method. The last one, called Wheel loads values, opens a dialog 
with final values of loads for each wheel. 
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Illustration of the set of loads defined for a bridge crane with 2 axes of wheels 

There are 4 independent methods for determining loads: 

 Direct input  

 By crane loads (EN 1991-3) 

 By crane parameters (EN 1991-3) 

 By crane parameters (ASCE / NBCC)   

Depending on the chosen method, a different set of parameters is available for editing as well as the number of 
obtained load groups. 

 Direct input 

This is the simplest method where you directly define the forces for each wheel manually. The only 
available parameter is the last one, which opens a dialog window for entering values for both rails 
separately. In case of cranes defined on the monorail runway this is the only available method and then 
data is entered only for one rail. 

 
Manually entered vertical and longitudinal horizontal forces for 2 wheels for crane on monorail runway 

 By crane loads (EN 1991-3) 

The second method is only slightly more complex and is used for defining wheel loads automatically on 
the basis of entered crane loads, by using Eurocode EN 1991-3 rules. When this method is selected, 
the main data is entered using Crane actions (EN 1991-3) window, where the forces are manually 
entered for each wheel. 

   

Definition of loads per wheel from individual components considered according to the EN 1991-3 standard 
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However, unlike the direct input method, entered are not the final force values, but the components 
used to calculate them, including data for: 

 Vertical loads:   Self-weight of the crane (Qc) and hoist load (Qh) 

 Longitudinal loads:  Breaking of the crane (HL)   

 Transversal loads:  Breaking of the crane (HT) and the hoist (HT3) and skewing of the 

   crane (Hs) 

These components are combined with the dynamic factors and the final wheel forces are determined. In 
contrast to the Direct method, the result is not one set of loads but several groups of load sets: ULS 
Group 1 to 6, according to table 2.2 from EN 1991-3. 

 

The final force values can be viewed in the Wheel load values window.  

 
Groups of loads per wheel calculated acc. EN 1991-3  

During the later generation of load cases, the forces from each step are defined separately for each 
group, so we get 6 separate sets of moving loads for a crane. If necessary, the user can deactivate 
some of the groups in the Wheel load values window, so that they are not considered during load 
generation. 

 By crane parameters (EN 1991-3) 

The third method of determining loads is used for defining wheel load automatically on the basis of 
entered crane parameters, by using the Eurocode EN 1991-3 rules. The main difference compared to 
the previous method is that the values for each wheel are not entered, but the crane parameters are 
given. Except dynamic factors there are two categories of required data related to the crane: 

 load parameters, including the self-weight of the bridge, self-weight of the trolley and the crane 
capacity (max lifted load) 

 geometry and code (EN 1993-1) related parameters, including the crane span length, the 
minimum distance of the trolley to the rail, the info regarding which wheels are driven, etc. 
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Based on the data entered, load components are automatically calculated and combined with the 
dynamic factors to determine the final wheel forces. The output is the same as for the previous method 
– six groups of load sets (ULS Group 1 to 6). The final force values can be viewed in the Wheel load 
values window. 

 By crane parameters (ACE/NBCC) 

The fourth method is similar to the previous one, so we do not enter the forces on individual wheels, but 
such loads are calculated automatically on the basis of entered crane parameters. But this time the 
method of automatic load generation is based on the general method, related to US/CAN standards 
(especially ASCE). But it is worth to mention that while some data (such as the Vertical Impact Factor) 
are specific to ASCE, the load generation rules are generic and are essentially independent of any 
standard. 
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Vertical forces are defined using one of 2 methods: 

 Calculated – in this case, similar as for the Eurocode method, we define crane and trolley self-

weight as well as the crane capacity values. In addition, we can enter the maximum wheel load 

value provided by the crane vendor and decide if this or the calculated value is used. 

 Direct input – in this case four load values are defined: the maximum load per wheel of the 

loaded crane and the accompanying value on the second rail, as well as the minimum load per 

wheel of the unloaded crane the accompanying value on the second rail. These values are 

directly defined on wheels. 

Horizontal forces are calculated by using a percentage of the vertical force, entered separately for the 
longitudinal and the transverse force. It is possible to choose which vertical force is to be used for this: 
the maximum force per wheel, the force from the capacity (max hoist load) alone or combined with the 
weight of the trolley or crane. 

Based on the data entered the final wheel forces are determined and values can be viewed in the 
Wheel load values window. 

 
Groups of loads per wheel calculated according to the general method 

Similar to the Eurocode methods, the result is not one set of loads but three groups of load sets:  

 Full Lifting Condition, where wheel loads of the crane are considering its full capacity, without 

impact factor 

 Full Lifting Condition (with Impact Factor), where wheel loads of the crane are considering its 

full capacity, with impact factor. 

 Empty Condition, where wheel loads are considering the empty crane. 

Defining the load case family 

After defining the path and the forces on the crane wheels, the next step is to prepare the load case family.  

 

On the property list of the crane load family we can find a button for opening the window for moving parameters. 
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The main settings are the range of motion of the truck (by default it is the whole runway length) and the step 
length and thus the number of steps. 

 
Definition of move parameters for crane load family 

Generation of crane moving loads  

The generation of crane moving cases is done automatically after using a ‘Generate’ command available when 
right clicking on the Crane Load case family. After it is run a set of moving load cases are generated, separately 
for each crane and each step position. They contain the forces from all wheels in a given position.  

   
Running generation and result in load cases for each wheel position with forces 

Together with the load case generation, sets of force envelopes from all force positions are also generated.  

 

The final load combinations are defied by using typical load cases (dead, live, wind…) and Crane Envelopes. 
Although all above steps are done automatically when generating loads for cranes, defining final load 
combinations is done by the user. Of course, such combinations can be also generated automatically (using the 
Concomitance matrix).  
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Multiple cranes 

On the model we can define multiple cranes operating simultaneously – either on the same runway or on 
multiple runways. 

 

 
Definition of move parameters for two cranes on the same runway 

 
In the case of two cranes on the same runway, we can specify whether the cranes will operate on separate or 
overlapping ranges, considering the geometry of the runway and the trucks. 

 
Geometric parameters for two cranes 

In this case, after generating the forces, we get the same set of results as for a single crane, i.e. a set of moving 
load cases, separately for each step position for each crane, and also envelopes of crane loads. Envelopes are 
generated from automatically prepared combinations of all possible load positions of cranes. The number of 
crane envelopes is constant and does not depend on the number of load combinations. In contrast, the number 
of mutual position combinations for cranes can be large and depends on the number of steps. 

The final number of position combinations of multiple cranes operating along the entire length of one runway is 
smaller than the product of all positions, because they are automatically filtered to those that are geometrically 
possible. For example, if there are two cranes that operate over the same route, then with each step of the first 
crane the operating distance for the second crane decreases. 
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One of the combinations of positions of 2 bridge cranes on the same runway 

Note. Although in the program there are no limits on the number of cranes and the number of defined force positions (steps), 
it is necessary to keep moderation, because the number of possible combinations of force positions is the product of 
the steps from each crane, so their final number may be too high to perform calculations efficiently. 

Results 

The static calculation and the results for the combination cases do not differ from other load types and you can 
check the results for each crane position as well as for the envelope of the crane forces. Specific to crane is a 
new type of graphical output - the influence line plot. 

The influence diagram shows graphically the value of the result at a given point for all successive positions of 
the crane. To display it, first select the FEM node and then call the command from the ribbon. 

 

When you open the window, you can first select the crane and the group of forces, and then select results to 
display. In this version of the program, the results are limited to displacements at a node. 
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Link on node 

  

Main features & benefits: 

 Possibility for linking degree of freedom between linear elements at the intersection point 

 Easy definition thanks to the automatic detection of elements 

 Possibility for defining fixed, free, or elastic connection for each degree of freedom  

Starting with Advance Design 2022 a new link type is available: Node link. It is defined on the intersection point 
of linear elements and allows for defining relations between selected degrees of freedom on linear elements at 
this point. There are many possible uses for this type of link, and it is especially useful when modelling scissor 
connections between two linear elements or hinged connection between a continuous purlin and rafters. 

Generating a new connection is very simple - just call the command, available on the ribbon at the Analysis or 
Object tab, and then indicate the point at which it should be created. 

 

A link is created as a new object that is visible in the Project Browser and can be moved, copied, or deleted just 
like any other type of link. 

 

In the properties of a new link type, we can specify its parameters, starting with the coordinate system (global or 
local) used for a definition. For the local coordinate system, the local system of the primary element is 
considered. Next, we can select for each degree of freedom the method of connection between elements at a 
point: rigid, elastic, or free. 

 
Hinged link between two intersecting linear elements 
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In the lower part there is a list of linked linear elements - a link is defined between elements from the Primary 
group and elements from the Secondary group. For example, if the link is defined on the intersection point of 
two continuous and intersecting elements, one will be assigned to Primary and the other to Secondary group - 
as a result, instead of a rigid connection at the intersection, each of the degrees of freedom will be linked 
separately using the settings from the link properties. 

 
On the left - bracings connected by a new link (scissors hinge) - the displacements at this node are equal, but there is no 

transfer of rotations (moments) between the elements. On the right – bracings without link (rigid connection).  

An excellent feature of the new link type is that it can automatically search for linear elements located at a 
defined point and assign them to separate groups. In case there are more elements in a given point, we can 
easily edit the contents of both groups if needed. It is important that a new link works on an intersection of 
continuous elements as well as where the ends of the elements meet, which allows great flexibility in modelling. 

 
Link between two pairs of intersecting linear elements 

Another useful aspect is that the new link is defined in a descriptive model, so we are connecting elements 
rather than FE mesh nodes. This makes it easy to prepare and modify the model. For example, when copying a 
Link object to a new position, the program automatically assigns the linear elements that are in the new location. 
It is especially useful when modelling connection between rafters and purlins, where we need to define multiple 
links. 

 
Purlins modelled as single elements that work as a continuous member hinged to the rafters.  

In addition, a free link was modelled to eliminate any connection between the purlin and the roof bracing in the first bay. 
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Possibility for defining superelements for slabs 

 

Main features & benefits: 

 Possibility for grouping slabs into a superelement 

 Easy edition of properties for group of slabs 

 Possibility to export to RC Slab module 

Advance Design 2022 introduces the ability to define a superelement for slabs. This way, slabs in the same 
level that have common edges and equally oriented axes of local systems can be grouped into a superelement.  

 
Superelement creation for 5 connected slabs 

The superelement for a group of slabs can be used for design calculations in the new RC Slab module, where it 
will be treated as one continuous slab. But it is also useful during everyday work in Advance Design, because 
according to the default setting of the superelements, when you select any of the components, the whole 
superelement is automatically selected. This way, any changes to the parameters, such as material, thickness, 
mesh parameters or design parameters, are made for the whole superelement. 

Other improvements 

 

Main features & benefits: 

 Tagging superelements in the Project browser 

 Improvements to the definition of load combinations 

In addition to the above, many other smaller novelties and improvements related to the modelling have been 
introduced. Below is a list with selected ones. 

Tagging superelements in the Project browser 

In order to make it easier to quickly recognize whether an element is part of a super-element, in the Project 
Browser they are now identified by an ID number consisting of 2 parts: the super-element ID number and the 
element ID number, separated by a dot. In addition, an appropriate suffix with the superelement ID number is 
added to the name of such elements. 
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Improvements to the definition of load combinations 

On the Combination window, several small changes have been introduced in the display of combinations table, 
to be able to define and verify combinations more easily. Now all fields that do not contain a combination 
definition are empty, and in addition, the columns with the number of the load case and the corresponding factor 
are distinguished by colour. 

 

Another improvement is related to the automatic generation of load combinations - in case of generating a lot of 
combinations, now the progress bar is shown and there is a possibility to abort the operation with pressing the 
End key on the keyboard. 
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New options & Improvements - Results 

Find below a list of main new options and improvements related to the displaying of calculation results. 

New options for quick changes of settings for diagrams 

 

Main features & benefits: 

  Faster access to configuration of graphical results 

In order to facilitate daily work while viewing the results of FEM calculations by providing quick access to 
frequently used commands, two new icons have been added to the Result ribbon: 

 

The Load cases button  opens the well-known dialog for filtering / selecting load cases and combinations for 
which results can be displayed (that is, what cases are available in the selection list on the ribbon for each result 
type). 

The Envelope button  allows you to quickly activate the display of the result envelope (min, max, min/max) 
for the selected range of cases. 

    

Both above options were already available on the result configuration window, but thanks to adding them to the 
ribbon the comfort and speed of these settings has been significantly increased. 

Possibility to save result colour scale 

 

Main features & benefits: 

 Possibility to reuse own scale 

 Increase the maximum number of regions with colours 

In order to easily use own colour scale of results, for example in different projects or other types of results within 
a project, the possibility of saving the current definition of scale settings to a file has been added. Thanks to the 
possibility of loading this file you can use the same definition many times. An example would be different sets of 
custom configurations for the percentage results for Working ratios. 
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Options for savings/reading colour scale 

Please note that this configuration can be used for different types of results as long as they use the same unit. 
Although the configuration can be saved for any scale type and value range, it may not be possible to use it 
again for ‘Linear distribution’ or ‘Histogram’ scale types when the current value range is smaller than the saved 
configuration. In this case, switch to the 'Linear distribution with no limits' scale type, for which there is no such 
restriction. 

 
'Linear distribution with no limits' scale 

Regardless of the above, one more improvement has been made to the colour configuration window - when 
presenting graphical results with colours (e.g. colour maps, isolines, etc.) it is now possible to increase the 
number of zones of colours beyond the previous limit of 16 colours up to 50.  

 
Map using a scale with 28 colours 
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Improvements to the graphical presentation of results 

 

Main features & benefits: 

 Increased ability to present results graphically for linear elements 

 Possibility for displaying values together with colour maps for planar elements 

Displaying internal forces and design results in colours in full shape mode 

Starting with version 2021 of Advance Design, it has been possible to present deformations of the structure 
using a colour map on the full section shape. Starting with Advance Design 2022 this type of presentation is 
also available for other types of results such as, for example, FEM internal forces or working rations for the 
verification of steel sections. This type of presentation is available by selecting Colours as the display mode on 
the Results setting dialog. 

 
Bending moments on steel structure displayed with full shape mode 

The decision whether the results are to be presented in the new form or as before, in colours on member axes, 
depends on whether the 'Display in full shape' option available in the same settings window is active. 

Possibility for displaying values together with isoregions 

During the graphical presentation of results for surface elements (slabs/walls), the presentation of values can 
now also be activated when displaying the results as colour maps (isoregions). This allows for a simultaneous 
presentation of map results with maximum values in each finite element.  

 

          
Colour map of bending moments with values 
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Other improvements 

 

Main features & benefits: 

 New columns on the Wall resultant forces report tables 

 Stresses for supports available from the ribbon 

 Easy resizing fonts for graphical results not located on diagrams 

In addition to the above, many other smaller novelties and improvements related to the presentation of results 
have been introduced. Below is a list with selected ones. 

New columns on the Wall resultant forces report tables 

To facilitate the verification of the resultant forces for walls using report tables, new columns have been added 
to these tables to describe the value of the computed top / bottom (right / left) offset from the element edge.  

 

 

Stresses for supports available from the ribbon 

In the list of FEM results available for supports in the Results ribbon, you can now select also stresses. This 
change makes it possible to display stress results for both linear and surface supports. Note that in order to 
display the results graphically simultaneously for both types of supports, they should have the same display 
style set (for example Values) in the results settings window.  
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Easy resizing fonts for graphical results not located on diagrams 

The slider for modifying the size of values on diagrams is now available also when values on diagrams are not 
activated. It allows to easy change the size of other postprocessing results (like for example values on mesh or 
values on grids). 

In addition, the font size of the view content description has been increased to make the description more 
readable in documentation and on higher resolution monitors.  

 

Refreshed dialog with Results settings 

The look and the content of the Result settings dialog window have been slightly updated. One of the useful 
changes is increasing the field with the list of available results, so you can see longer descriptions more easily. 
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New options & Improvements – Steel Design 

Find below a list of main new options and improvements related to the Steel design. 

Cold-formed design 

 

Main features & benefits: 

 Cold-formed sections now available for Eurocode 3 design 

 Wide array of cross-sections available from library 

 Thorough member analysis with 2
nd

 order effects and imperfections 

Advance Design 2022 introduces design rules for cold-formed members, as per EN1993-1-3.  

 

Cold-formed steel profiles are made by rolling or pressing thin gauges of steel sheets and develop both as main 
and secondary bearing element. There are many possible applications for cold-formed steel profiles, among 
others as eaves beams, wall studs, floor joists, frame beams or roof purlins. 

 

Typical forms of sections for cold-formed members are shown in Figure 1.1 from EN1993-1-3:  
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Section definition 

In Advance Design, the supported cross-sections can be found in the Graitec Profiles library.  
They bear the ‘Cold-formed’ property:  

 

Z section available in the Graitec Profiles library 

Other cross- section types, such as C sections (with or without lips) can also be defined by the user.  
They should be given the ‘Cold-formed’ property in order to be identified as such.  

 

Cold-formed C section with lips defined by the user 

Note: Two types of lamination are available for cold-formed profiles, Cold-Formed Rolled and Cold-Formed Bend. The only 
difference between the two types is a different method for determining the average yield strength according to point 
3.2.2 from EN 1993-1-3. 

Cold-formed cross sections are then introduced on a model as any other cross section types, as, for example, 
purlins, studs, or joist beams. 

 

Purlins defined as cold-formed Sigma sections 
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Studs defined as cold-formed C section with lips 

 

Joists defined as cold-formed C section with lips 

Plate buckling 

During the steel design sequence, Advance Design will first determine the section class:  

 

Should the cross-section happen to be Class 4, Advance Design will determine the effective widths, following 
the procedure from EN1993-1-5:  
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For example, on the Sigma section below, in a pure bending situation, the top flange (in compression) was not 
fully effective, therefore, a small portion cannot be considered in the design:  

 

Effective cross-section of a Sigma member in pure bending 
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Distortional buckling 

The effects of distortional buckling (flexural buckling of an end stiffener) described in §5.5 from EN1993-1-3 are 
also considered, often resulting in a reduced thickness for the edge stiffener:  

 

The combination of plate buckling and distortional buckling results in the effective cross-section to be 
considered in the design.  

On the cold-formed C section below, in pure compression:  

 The segments in black are the ones keeping their initial steel core thickness (0,96mm on this example) 

 The segments in red are the ones affected by plate buckling. They are ineffective.  

 The segments in blue are the ones affected by distortional buckling. They are given a reduced thickness 

(0,64mm on this example) 

      

           C section with lips (gross area)            C section with lips (effective cross-section in pure  
         compression) 

Design settings 

Most cold-formed sections being asymmetric and subjected to an eccentric loading, proper member design can 
only be achieved by considering the effects of torsion, as underlined in §6.1.6 from EN1993-1-3:  
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Sigma section with loading eccentric to the shear centre 

In Advance Design, the effects of torsion and warping as well as the effects of the deformed geometry (2
nd

 order 
effects) is properly accounted for by activating the Advanced Stability feature:  

 

The Advance stability dialog also gives access to extensive possibilities.  

The Nodal springs tab allows the users to add local restraints such as anti-sag bars or torsional restraints:  

 

Anti-sag bar introduced as a punctual Ty restraint along a cold-formed purlin 

The Bedding tab allows the user to introduce linear restraints along the member. This is where the user is able 
to enter the rotational stiffness provided by the trapezoidal sheeting to a cold-formed purlin:  
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This is also where the shear stiffness of the trapezoidal sheeting can be defined:  

 

 

The Imperfections tab will allow the users to define the deformation to be introduced as local imperfection along 
the member. The deformation shape is based on the dominant eigen mode. A scale factor is then applied to the 
eigen mode to turn it into a deformation.  
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The scale factor depends on the buckling curve, which varies based on cross-section type:  

 

As for purlin design, §10.1.4.2 advises the use of buckling curve b to account for the instability of the free flange:  

 

The scale factor relative to each buckling curve is then defined in Table 5.1 from EN1993-1-1:  

 

Eventually, the Loads offset tab allows the users to define the position of the applied forces, as it can increase 
or decrease the torsional effects.  
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Design results 

After calculation, the design results can be displayed graphically:  

  

      Resistance work ratio at the ULS along a Sigma purlin                            Deflection at the SLS for a Sigma purlin 

Design results are also available in the shape sheet. The Deflection tab will compare the actual deflection of the 
member under the SLS combinations with the limit deflection specified by the user:  

 

As mentioned in §7.1(2) from EN1993-1-3, deflection should be checked based on the effective cross-section:  

 

The CFD Resistance tab (CFD standing for ‘Cold-formed design’) will show the working ratios under the ULS 
combinations:  
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Working ratios (simplified version) 

 

Working ratios (detailed version) 

Note that the Stability tab is systematically greyed out as the stability of members is accounted for by second 
order analysis with initial imperfection, as performed by the Advanced stability feature.  
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Improvements related to generic connections 

 

Main features & benefits: 

 Automatic generation of many generic connections on selection  

 Possibility for editing generic joints 

Automatic generation of many generic connections on selection 

When defining generic connections on a selection (using a command from the right click menu 
Connections/Create on selection/Generic joint), connections are now generated separately on each 
node/intersection of selected linear elements. It also covers a selection of punctual supports, as now generic 
joints can be generated also between punctual supports and linear elements. This upgrade greatly increases 
the speed of definition of generic connections in the structure.  

 
 

Possibility for editing generic joints 

One of the novelties regarding generic connections is the possibility to check from which elements it is defined 
and also the possibility to edit it. For this purpose to the property list of general joints a new property has been 
added with the list of IDs of connected elements. The numbers on the list are preceded by a prefix describing 
the type of connection element: LE for linear elements, RPE for rigid punctual supports, EPS for elastic punctual 
supports and TCPS for tension/compression punctual supports.  

 

To modify the currently selected connection, use the button located in the row with numbers, which will open a 
window allowing you to select one of 4 editing modes: 

 Adding a new object to a connection 

 Removing an object from a connection 

 Overwriting all objects 

 Replacing a selected (on the property list) object by a new one 

All changes are made after closing the edit mode window through the graphical selection in the model view. 
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Modelling shear plate connections 

 

Main features & benefits: 

 Possibility of modelling shear plate connection   

 
Advance Design 2022 allows definition of shear plate connections. New connections are created by using four 
new commands that can be found on the Connection panel on the Objects ribbon. 

 
New commands for creating shear plate connections 

They can be used to model pinned connections with shear plate in the following configurations: 

 Beam to beam web  
 Two beams to beam web   
 Beam to column flange   
 Beam to column web   
 Two beams to column web   

  
Property list of beams to column web pin connection with shear plate 

 Note. These connection types cannot yet be calculated in this version using the steel connection module. 

Improvements to export of loads to the Steel Connection module 

 

Main features & benefits: 

 Possibility for sending user defined envelopes to Advance Design Steel Connection 

 Possibility for exporting definitions and values of forces from combinations 

In the latest version of Advance Design, several improvements related to the export of internal forces to the 
Steel Connection module have been introduced. The main changes are the possibility to export internal forces 
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from defined by the user load case envelopes and the possibility to export definitions and values of forces from 
combinations. 

Along with the above, the scenarios for exporting internal forces to the Steel Connection module have been 
modified. Depending on the status of the export options located in the Options Application window on the 
Graitec BIM tab and whether or not envelopes have been defined in the model, we have three scenarios:  

1. Unchecked option ‘Always transfer user defined envelopes to Design Modules for steel connections’. In 

this case, the internal forces are transferred to the module according to the setting of the 'Export loads 

to Design modules' option, i.e. either forces from individual load cases without definition of 

combinations, or with definition of combinations, or internal forces from combinations. On this scenario it 

does not matter if user envelopes are defined in the model. 

 

2. Checked option ‘Always transfer user defined envelopes to Design Modules for steel connections’ but 

there are no user envelopes defined in the model. Forces are exported just as in the scenario above, 

plus the 'Envelope' option is set in the Steel Connection module. In this case the connection module 

automatically generates envelopes based on the imported load cases.  

 

3. Checked option ‘Always transfer user defined envelopes to Design Modules for steel connections’ and 

user envelopes are defined in the model. In this case envelopes are imported into Steel Connection 

module as 'ULS envelope' cases and no load cases or combinations are imported. It also means that 

there is no need to generate load combinations in the steel connection module. 

 
User envelopes for steel connections 
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Additional Work ratios for Strength 

  

Main features & benefits: 

 More control over strength analysis thanks to more detailed results   

In the 2022 version of Advance Design, the process of exposing more details about the results of steel profile 
analysis continues. With this, several additional results are available in the graphical results list for strength 
analysis from ongoing verifications for combined sets of forces. 

 

Note. As with many other graphical results, not all checks may have results available. Many factors influence the availability 
of results for a given verification, including the type of profile, the parameters used, the type of work, and the design 
standard.   

Transfer of data for determining the rotational stiffness of the steel joint to Advance 
Design Steel Connection 

 

Main features & benefits: 

 Calculation of the rotational stiffness of the steel joint based on data from 3D model 

In the newest version of Advance Design, additional information required for determining the rotational stiffness 
of a connection is provided when exporting steel connection data to the Steel Connection module: lengths of 
connected elements and types of element bracings. Both values are automatically transferred from the Advance 
Design model, so the user does not have to enter them additionally during connection analysis. 

The lengths of the connected elements are taken from the connection properties. Depending on the connection 
type lengths of one or two connected beams might be available. The user can either use the element length 
automatically calculated, the element projection length or the value entered. 

 

The bracing data is retrieved from the properties of steel linear elements. For this purpose, the input of the 
bracing data has been simplified - instead of the previous global setting (in Steel calculations settings dialog) 
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and element settings in the Buckling length window, the bracing settings in both directions are now available 
directly from the steel element properties, from the Buckling group. 

    

The program automatically selects the required values (for example, from which plane to read data for bracing) 
depending on the type of connection.  

Data transfer for determining the rotational stiffness is also possible for a group of connections. For this 
purpose, the group creation behaviour has been slightly modified - to all connections added to the group, the 
same parameters (lengths and bracing parameters) are set as for the main connection (the first connection 
added to the group). 

Other improvements 

 

Main features & benefits: 

 Possibility for displaying the Critical load factor from the Advanced stability calculations 

 Improvements to LTB calculations according to the Method 2 (Annex B of EN 1993-1-1) 

 Unification of the unit for Work Ratios 

 New restraint types on the Advance stability dialog window 

In addition to the above, many other smaller novelties and improvements related to the steel design have been 
introduced. Below is a list with selected ones. 

Possibility for displaying the Critical load factor 

On the list of results available for the Advances stability analysis the Critical load factor αcr is now accessible.  

 

Improvements to LTB calculations according to the Method 2 (Annex B of EN 1993-1-1)  

For the lateral buckling verification calculations according to EN 1993-1-1, several improvements and 
corrections have been made to the procedures for calculating the moment factors Cmy/Cmz/CmLT according to 
Table B.3 of Annex B. These factors are used to determine the interaction factors using Method 2 (used by 
some National Annexes, including Poland and the Czech Republic). Changes included how the bending 
moment diagram was interpreted and the consideration of sway buckling mode in the element.  For the last 
point the info if the element is braced or unbraced on a given direction is retrieved now directly from the steel 
element properties, from the Buckling group.  
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Unification of the unit for Work Ratios 

The unit used when displaying Work Ratio values for steel member verifications has been unified. Now all Work 
Ratio values are displayed using %.  

New restraint types on the Advance stability dialog window 

On the Advance Stability dialog two new entries ‘Ty+Rx Restraint’ and ‘Ty Restraint’ have been added to the 
selection list of statuses of degrees of freedom at ends of element. It is especially useful for quick definition of 
influence of anti-sag bars on purlins (when usually we fix translation in local Y direction and rotation in local X).  

 

Transfer to Steel Connection module forces from 2 beams to splice connections 

When internal forces for the splice connection are transferred to the steel connection module, forces are now 
transferred independently from both beams, which can be useful in some cases where the forces are not equal. 

 
Splice joint on the Steel Connection module with loads imported from two beams  
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New options & Improvements – Reinforcement Concrete Design 

Find below a list of main new options and improvements related to the Reinforcement Concrete Design. 

New RC Slab module on Advance Design 

  

Main features & benefits: 

 Possibility to calculate theoretical reinforcement using the strip method 

 Possibility to generate real reinforcement for slabs 

 Possibility to generate reinforcement drawings 

Starting with Advance Design 2022 it is possible to open concrete slabs with the new RC Slab module in the 
Advance Design environment. The main features of the first version of the module are the possibility to generate 
the theoretical reinforcement using the strip method, the possibility to generate the real reinforcement based on 
the theoretical reinforcement and the possibility to generate the drawing documentation. 

Working scenarios 

In the current version of the program, we can follow two scenarios for using the RC Slab module in the Advance 
Design environment: 

 Scenario 1 - Generation of real reinforcement based on the theoretical reinforcement determined in 
Advance Design. 
In this scenario, after the preparation of the design model and the FEM calculation, the theoretical 
reinforcement in the slab is determined by the previous methods directly in the Advance Design model. 
Then the geometrical data of the slab together with the information about the surfaces of the theoretical 
reinforcement are transferred to RC Slab. The next step is the determination of the real reinforcement 
(bar arrangement and/or reinforcement mesh) and then the drawing documentation. 

 
 
 
 

 
  

Modelling FEM Results 
Theoretical 

Reinforcement 
Real 

Reinforcement 
Drawings 
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 Scenario 2 - Generation of theoretical and real reinforcement using the Strip method based on the 
FEM results. 
In this scenario, after the preparation of the design model and the FEM calculation, the geometrical data 
of the slab together with the information about the FEM results are transferred to RC Slab. Then in the 
RC Slab module the theoretical reinforcement is calculated using the Strip method. The next steps are 
as on the previous scenario, including the generation of the real reinforcement and the drawing 
documentation. 

 
 
 
 

 

The selection of the scenario (in fact the way of setting the reinforcement) is up to the user and can be changed 
in RC Slab module reinforcement settings. However, in case the theoretical reinforcement has not been 
calculated in 3D model before, only the second scenario allows getting the reinforcement based on internal 
forces. 

Geometrical model  

The process of transferring data to the RC Slab module is the same as for the rest of the module elements, 
such as RC columns and beams. In case of slabs modelled for FEM calculations as a series of separate 
objects, which are connected by edges and are in one level, they can be treated as one common slab if a 
superelement has been created from them.   

When you open the slab in RC Slab the geometry of the slab and the supporting system of beams, columns and 
walls is the same as it is modelled in the 3D model. However, since the analytical model for FEM calculations 
may be slightly different from the real geometry, RC Slab provides several options to adjust the imported model, 
including the outer contour of the slab. 

 
Geometry data of the imported slab 

 

Modelling FEM Results 
Theoretical 

Reinforcement 
Real 

Reinforcement 
Drawings 
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Together with geometry a whole set of information is transferred to RC Slab, including internal forces, material 
parameters and reinforcement parameters. All these data can be viewed and most of them can be modified. 

 

Real reinforcement generation (Scenario 1) 

In case the surface of the theoretical reinforcement has been imported, we can start the generation of the real 
reinforcement immediately. In this case the reinforcement generation method must be set to ‘FEM based’. 

 

The program offers two methods for the reinforcement generation - automatic or manual. 

In the automatic method the reinforcement zones and their parameters are selected automatically according to 
predefined settings. These settings include, among other things, the possibility to select the type of 
reinforcement (bars or mesh), the number and parameters of reinforcement layers as well as the range of 
available bar diameters and spacings and the parameters of anchorages.  
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Automatic definition of zones 

With the manual method, the user determines the position of the reinforcement zones and their parameters 
separately for the top and bottom reinforcement. In this case, the program might show the difference between 
the required area and the area defined by the entered reinforcement zone dynamically and thus makes the 
whole process easier. 

 
Manual definition of zones 

It is worth mentioning that it is possible to combine both methods - for example to automatically define a uniform 
bar mesh over the entire surface up to a certain percentage of the reinforcement area, while in zones that 
require additional reinforcement the user can manually define local zones. 

The user also has full control over generated zones and can make changes to their parameters (like used 
diameters, spacings, side offsets) as well as a range of the zone. 

Strip method (Scenario 2) 

The strip method is used to determine the theoretical reinforcement based on internal forces. This is a 
multistage method that in the first step consists in the theoretical division of a plate into a number of strips. Then 
for each of them separately the internal forces occurring in its area are integrated, thanks to which we obtain 
force diagrams along the strip axis. On this basis the theoretical reinforcement is determined for each strip and 
finally the real reinforcement.  
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FEM results presented on colour maps  

 
Integrated FEM forces presented on strips 

Although the strip method can be applied to any slab geometry, it is particularly suitable for regular support 
layout and slab geometry. In this case instead of the manual definition of strips it is possible to use the 
automatic strip generator which generates support strips and span strips automatically in both directions at the 
touch of a button. 

After the reinforcement calculations, the user has access to a variety of ways to present the results for strands 
including diagrams in 2D and 3D views. 

 
3D view with diagrams of theoretical and real reinforcement areas along strips 
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With the determination of the theoretical reinforcement, the reinforcement is divided into zones according to the 
previously selected setting. The settings for zones and reinforcement are the same as in the first scenario and 
the user also has full control of the generated zones and their parameters. 

  
Edition of reinforcement zone parameters 

 
Automatically generated top reinforcement 

Documentation and drawings 

Independent of the used scenario, after the determination of the real reinforcement you have the possibility to 
generate documentation, including drawings. By default, the drawings are generated with a top view for the top 
and bottom reinforcement, although it is also possible to generate a projection with both surfaces of the 
reinforcement at the same time.  You can also influence a number of other parameters such as number of 
members, description types, scale and more.   
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As with the other reinforced concrete modules, drawings can be partially edited (for example by moving 
descriptions, adding dimension lines, changing the scale and position of views), supplemented with schedules 
of reinforcement or meshes and saved in DWG format. 

In the case of wire fabrics reinforcement, it is possible to generate a separate graphic table for wire fabrics, with 
information about the cuts. 

 

Additionally, it is possible to generate design reports for a slab with basic information about geometry, materials, 
reinforcement parameters and tables with information about applied reinforcement. 
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Report for a slab (FEM method)  

If the strip method is used, the report additionally contains a description and pictures of the defined strips. In 
addition, separate reports can be generated with details of each strip. 

 
Report for a slab (Strips method) 

Transfer of superelement to RC Beam module  

  

Main features & benefits: 

  Design of multispan beam modelled by single span beams 

Starting with version 2022 of Advance Design, it is possible to transfer a multi-span RC beam modelled from 
single spans to the beam module. For this, it is necessary to create a superelement with these spans. 

 
Continuous beam from single spans modelled as a superelement. 

This solution has many advantages, including the possibility of treating it as a continuous beam with different 
parameters for individual spans (for example, section depth). 
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Continuous beam opened and designed with RC Beam module 

Improvements to the transfer of loads to Design modules 

 

Main feature / benefit: 

 Transfer of values from load combinations 

 Transfer of values from Non-linear cases 

To improve the transfer of load-related information when transferring data from the Advance Design model to 
the design modules, to the list of related options (available in the Application setting window, on the Graitec BIM 
tab) a new selection has been added: 

 + Combinations values of efforts diagrams/torsors. 

 

This option complements the existing export capabilities and is used for additional transfer of internal force 
values from combinations and nonlinear analysis cases. 

This gives us three basic scenarios available: 

 The first option means  the load case definitions are transferred together with the results of the 

analysis for each case individually. In this scenario, the combinations are generated in design modules. 

 The second option means  the load case definitions are transferred together with the results of the 

analysis for each case individually together with the list of load combinations. This scenario covers the 

case when the user defined a custom set of combinations in the Advance Design model and would like 

to have all design performed on design modules with the same list.  

 The third (new) option means  the load case definitions are transferred together with the list of load 

combinations AND with the results of the analysis for each load combinations or/and for non-linear 

cases.  

This new scenario is useful especially when the user wants to perform design calculations based on the results 
of nonlinear analysis, when the superposition rule cannot be applied for combinations of results from simple 
cases. As a result, you get the values for the internal forces from the individual combinations in the design 
module. In case the nonlinear analysis was carried out for only a part of the load combinations, you can see in 
the Combination/Design tab of the Load and combinations window, which combinations are derived from the 
nonlinear analysis. 
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Other improvements 

 

Main features & benefits: 

 More detailed verification of RC columns with reinforcement bars imposed by the user 

 Faster reopening of design modules 

In addition to the above, many other smaller novelties and improvements related to the concrete design have 
been introduced. Below is a list with selected ones. 

More detailed verification of RC columns with reinforcement bars imposed by the user 

A new scenario is used when for RC Column the real reinforcement is imposed (by activating the option 
Imposed value available on the reinforcement dialog) with the activated Detailed rebar definition on beams and 
columns option (available on the Calculation Sequence tab of the RC Design settings dialog). In this case 
calculations use the verification procedure where the effective height is calculated according to the imposed real 
reinforcement as well as the 2

nd
 order moments are calculated with actual stiffness. Thanks to this more exact 

verification with using interaction curves is performed.  

Faster reopening of design modules 

In order to increase the working comfort during the design of elements using modules, after the first module 
start (which always takes several seconds) each module usage for the next elements is now very fast due to the 
fact that modules are kept open in memory. Each restart of the FEM calculation releases the memory in order to 
increase the calculation performance.  

Main improvements to Concrete design modules 

In the latest version of Advance Design a large number of novelties and improvements have been introduced to 
the Concrete design modules. Detailed information about the changes can be found in a separate document 
related only to the novelties in the Advance Design modules 2022. Below you will find only brief information 
about selected changes.  
 

Main features & benefits: 

 Easy verification thanks to Restoring reinforcement 

 Next step to unifying all dialogs 

 Easy configuration and defining of multiple links on RC Beams 

 Easy configuration and defining of transversal bars in RC Columns 

 Improvements to geometry optimization for footings 

 Schedules for reinforcement fabrics 

Restore reinforcement 

A new Restore reinforcement command has been added to the ribbon, on the Calculation group of commands. 
This command significantly facilitates the process of verification of an element with the existing reinforcement, 
by quickly restoring the previously generated reinforcement.  
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For example if you want to verify the load capacity of an existing reinforced concrete beam with known 
reinforcement for a new load, you can model the beam in a first step and generate the reinforcement by 
calculation and/or manual modification of the reinforcement cage. Then we can make changes in the load, 
which will make the data obsolete, and the reinforcement will be automatically removed. Now you can use the 
new Restore Reinforcement command to restore the previously generated reinforcement and you can start the 
verification of the element using the Verify command. 

 

Next step to unifying all dialogs 

A number of different windows have been modified to maintain a uniform appearance, size, layout, and data 
input.  Thanks to the menu list on the left side of dialogs and its tree structure, the user can quickly access 
certain options. Such improvements include dialog windows: Beam reinforcement settings, Display settings, 
Report settings, Bending details settings or Project settings. The changes also involved merging some of the 
parameter windows - for example, the Bar constraints is now part of the Beam reinforcement settings window, 
while the visibility, colour and annotations windows were merged into one Display settings. 
 

 

In the case of the Project Settings window, the change also consisted in separating setting parameters 
separately for a given element, project, and user, which will greatly facilitate correct generation of 
documentation. 
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Easy configuration and defining of multiple links on RC Beams 

In the newest version of the program the way of entering settings and especially editing for transverse 
reinforcement using multiple links has been modified so that the user can decide about settings in an easy and 
clear way. 

 

Easy configuration and defining of transversal bars in RC Columns 

The editing window of the transverse column reinforcement has been modified significantly in order to facilitate 
the editing or definition of reinforcement. Due to predefined settings and a table, the input and editing of 
members is much easier and intuitive. 

 

Improvements to geometry optimization for footings 

A number of new settings have been made in the footing geometry parameters to control the dimension 
constraints during geometry optimization. Among others now it is possible to control height parameters as well 
as footing dimension limits to maximum values. 
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Schedules for reinforcement fabrics 

In the module for reinforced concrete walls as well as in the new module for reinforced concrete slabs it is now 
possible to generate schedules for reinforcement fabrics. 
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New options & Improvements - Miscellaneous 

Find below a list of main new options and improvements from other / miscellaneous domains. 

Easy change of Display Style 

 

Main features & benefits: 

 Quickly and easily change the display style 

To make daily work in Advance Design easier, a Display style selection list has been added to the top corner of 
the graphic area. This allows you to change the current display style very quickly. By selecting from the list, you 
can quickly change the view to a predefined style, for example, a view with bar numbers, a rendered view, a 
view with loads, or any other. Because these are display styles that are defined in the Display Settings window, 
the list with default styles can be freely extended with your own styles. 

 
 

Quick change of font size 

  

Main features & benefits: 

 Faster change of font size for descriptions and symbol sizes thanks to new keyboard shortcuts and a 
slider on ribbons 

In Advance Design 2022 new keyboard shortcuts have been introduced to make it easier and faster to change 
the size of symbols and the size of description texts. The new shortcuts are related to the corresponding options 
in the Display settings window.  

By pressing the Page Up key, you can increase the text size, while the Page Down key decreases it. Similarly, 
pressing a key with a + sign increases the size of symbols, while pressing a key with a - sign decreases their 
size. 

Note: The location and names of these keys may differ slightly depending on your keyboard model. 
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In addition, a new slider ‘Text Size’ has been added to the Home and Result ribbons. Like the Page Up and 
Page Down keys, it allows you to quickly change the size of descriptions. 

 

  

Improvements to the Synchronization by using the BIM Common component 

 

Main features & benefits: 

 Better control over the Synchronization with a new powerful and user-friendly dialog 

 Easier management of the import of forces to Autodesk Revit 

 Possibility to use synchronization on Autodesk Advance Steel 

The dialog window used during the synchronization of data using Graitec GTCX format has been totally 
modified. This makes the process of synchronizing models much easier and faster. And with new options the 
user has more control over the synchronized data.  
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Among the many improvements and new features are the ability to easily filter data, easy table configuration, 
clearer presentation of status and changes, and a tree-based data structure. In addition, it has been made 
possible to select the range of results imported into Autodesk Revit. 

Since the window and synchronization process are common components of Graitec programs, all of these 
improvements are available in all platforms that use BIM Connect: Advance Design, Revit. And starting with the 
latest version of PowerPack for Advance Steel, synchronization is also available for Advance Steel models, 
greatly expanding the possibilities for collaboration and model exchange between Advance Design and 
Advance Steel. 

 
New Synchronization dialog 

Other improvements 

 

Main features & benefits: 

 Updated maps for defining snow and wind for Czech Republic 

 Updated list of soils 

 Small improvements related to ribbons 

In addition to the above, many other smaller miscellaneous novelties and improvements have been introduced. 
Below is a list with selected ones. 

Updated maps for defining snow and wind for Czech Republic  

The maps of the Czech Republic used for climatic zone selection during wind and snow load generation have 
been improved and now include outlines and region names, making zone selection much easier.  
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Updated list of soils 

The list of soils available in 'Used soils' window has been unified with default soils database available in the 
module for reinforced concrete foundations. Changes concern mainly names of default soils and minor changes 
in value of modulus of elasticity.  

Improvements related to ribbons 

A few small improvements were made to the ribbons, including:  

 To increase the amount of space for the commands available on the HOME ribbon, which is important 
for readability in language versions where the command translations are relatively long, the commands 
for load definitions have been grouped into one list.  

 

 With the rebranding of Advance Design Connection into the original IDEA StatiCa Connection name, 
the corresponding command available on the BIM ribbon has been modified. 

 

 A small improvement was made when using commands to run calculations from the Results ribbon. 
Now, the command Launch Calculations opens the Calculation sequence dialog, for selecting types of 
calculations to run, while the command Calculation directly runs FEM calculation, without opening the 
Calculation sequence dialog. 
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Miscellaneous improvements & corrections 

Advance Design 2022 brings many other small improvements and corrections. Below you can find a brief 
description of selected ones: 

 [Calculations] Correction of a problem with wrong behaviour of master-slave and elastic links on 
non-linear static calculations. [#20800] 

 [General] Improved display of element colours by thickness. Previously it happened that in case of 
many elements with different thickness in the model, the same colour was assigned to different 
thicknesses. [#21407] 

 [General] Correction of the problem with the lack of the possibility of defining soil layers at once for 
many selected elastics supports. [#20543, #18108 Support ] 

 [Snow loads] Correction of the problem with the generation of snow accumulation on the roof with 
different building heights acc. Czech National Annex to EN 1991-1-3.  [#21357] 

 [Postprocessing] Correction of problems with calculating resultant forces for walls for different 
geometrical special cases. [#21055] 

 [Reports] Elements with material defined as Rigid are no longer listed in the bill of quantities of 
linear elements tables available in the report. [#21418] 

 [Steel Design] Correction of the problem of incorrect calculation of the critical moment Mcr value 
(for LTB check according to EC3) for cases of manual modification of the Load application point to 
Upper fibre or Lower fibre with the load acting upwards or downwards. [#17575] 

 [ADM on AD] Correction of a problem with mixing numbers of load cases and values when 
exporting to RC Beam module in case of gaps in numbering of load cases. (This correction was 
included to the Update 2021.1.1) [#21101] 

 [ADM on AD] Corrected a sometimes-occurring problem with not being able to select a template for 
RC design modules in the property list of elements on a calculation model. [#21419] 


